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 In any Comprehensive Faculty Evaluation System it is important to define the broad 
range of roles that faculty must play in order to be successful. It is also important to identify the 
sources of information necessary to evaluate faculty performance in their various roles.

 One of the roles that are always present in any comprehensive faculty evaluation 
system is that of Teaching. There are a plethora of articles and books on the most appropriate 
sources for evaluating this role such as Dean, Department Head, Peers, Students, Self, etc. 
Of these sources, students have received the greatest amount of attention over the past 50 or 
more years. For many of those concerned with the use of student ratings of faculty teaching, 
peer evaluation has been presented as the antidote. This typically manifests itself in the form 
of peers conducting classroom visitations and observations. When peers conduct classroom 
visitations and observations they typically represent a very limited sample of class meetings 
and are conducted without the benefit of a reliable and valid observational checklist. In addi-
tion, peers tend to judge the observed faculty member’s performance against their own per-
sonal standards, which may or may not be appropriate. Therefore, typical peer evaluation of 
classroom teaching, tends to yield unreliable and invalid data upon which to judge a particular 
faculty member’s teaching performance.

 Students, on the other hand, are daily observers and participants in the faculty mem-
ber’s classroom. They are able to engage the faculty member in discussion and verify the verac-
ity of the information being presented in the classroom. They are able to attest to the ability of 
the faculty member to motivate and lead or direct their learning. Therefore, when students are 
provided with professionally constructed, appropriately administered and correctly interpreted 
student rating forms, they are an excellent source of reliable and valid measures of the quality 
of classroom teaching. Over 90 years of studies on student ratings emphasize that the students 
are the best source of information on the design, delivery and implementation of classroom 
teaching.
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 According to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual Fifth Edition, the DSM-5,1 autism 
spectrum disorder (ASD) is a neurodevelopmental disorder characterized by persistent social 
communication deficits and repetitive patterns of behavior including intense preoccupations 
and inflexible adherence to routines. ASD may occur with or without accompanying intellec-
tual impairment and the severity of the disorder may fluctuate over time. Previously, an ASD 
diagnosis based on the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual Fourth Edition (DSM-IV) fell into 
one of 5 subtypes, most prominently, Asperger’s syndrome and autism, diagnoses that indicat-
ed a generally higher (Asperger’s) or lower level of functioning (autism). This brief report at-
tempts to review literature on memory in ASD with a special focus on the discrepancy between 
an intact, at times, even extraordinary memory for large amounts of factual information and an 
often impaired memory for autobiographical information. A look at memory patterns in ASD 
may be helpful in understanding learning differences and aid in the customization of targeted 
intervention strategies. 

 Tulving2,3 divides human memory into 2 distinct systems that are open to conscious 
awareness: The semantic system stores timeless facts available mostly upon cued recall recog-
nition, while the episodic system relies on an individual’s ability to put stored memories into 
a spatio-temporal and self-referential context upon free recall.4 The Remember/Know (R/K) 
procedure3 is used in recognition tasks to study both memory systems. Participants are asked to 
study a list of words, and then have to respond whether they remember the episode of having 
seen the word (R), or if they merely know (K) the word without the recollection of the specific 
episode.

 Early observational studies found that individuals with classic autism and Asperger’s 
often possess extraordinary rote memory skills and are able to memorize large amount of fac-
tual information.5,6 Experimental studies on memory in ASD reveal a pattern of unimpaired 
memory span alongside impaired free recall.7,8 When asked to recall a sequence of dot locations 
in order, Bowler et al9 revealed impairments in non-verbal short-term serial order memory in 
adults with ASD as compared to typical individuals. Together with parallel findings using ver-
bal material,10 these results indicate that order processing appears to be a cross-domain deficit 
in ASD.

 Free recall and the ability of mental time travel2 have been related to the comprehen-
sion of a temporally extended self,11,12 the understanding that the “I” we experience now is the 
same as the “I” from memories past, and episodic future thinking,13 the ability to project oneself 
into plausible future situations. Zelazo et al14,15 have shown that children with ASD have prob-
lems with this type of episodic remembering in tasks involving ‘if-then’ rules.15,16 Later studies 
revealed the neural correlates of R/K discrepancies in ASD: episodic recognition involving the 
recollection of contextual information (R), which is impaired in ASD, shows to be mediated 
by hippocampal processes while familiarity based recognition (K), which is intact in ASD, is 
mediated by perirhinal processes.17-19 

 Free recall and episodic memory impairments have been associated with deficits in 
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theory of mind (ToM),20 the understanding of others beliefs and 
perspectives, an ability that has shown to be delayed or impaired 
in ASD.21,22 In order to have episodic memories, a person needs 
to be able to form a metarepresentation of an episode, i.e. they 
must be able to understand their own memory of an event as a 
representation of the actual event.23 These metarepresentations 
help a person to hold a true and false understanding of an event 
which is necessary in false-belief tasks testing ToM. Based on 
problems with ToM in ASD and the association of ToM with epi-
sodic memory deficits, Bowler, Gardiner and Grice24 predicted 
and found that participants with Asperger’s had lower R scores 
on recognition tasks using the standard R/K procedure. How-
ever, both control group and Asperger individuals yielded more 
R responses of high-frequency than low-frequency words. Both 
groups also show reduced R but not K responses when atten-
tion during the encoding phase was divided.25 This qualitative, 
but not quantitative, similarity between groups indicates that 
individuals with Asperger’s can reconstitute some of the spatio-
temporal and self-referential context needed in episodic memory 
tasks.

 Lind et al26 examined 20 high functioning elementary 
school children with ASD and compared them to 20 neurotypi-
cal controls to probe the possibility of interdependent atypical 
cognitive development and behavior on series of tasks. The ASD 
group exhibited impairments in spatial navigation, episodic 
memory, episodic future thinking, and central coherence but not 
ToM and relational memory as compared to controls. ToM was 
tested on a version of the “animations” task27 which is sensitive 
to ToM impairments in high-functioning individuals with ASD 
contrary to the more traditional “false belief tasks”.23 Interest-
ingly, spatial navigation as tested on the computer-simulated 
“memory island” task was significantly negatively correlated to 
repetitive behaviors in the ASD group.

 In a recent functional magnetic resonance imaging or 
functional MRI (fMRI) study in which participants listened to 
four categories of names including their own first names, (Hue-
mer S et al unpublished data, 2016) found that individuals with 
ASD with high verbal ability, just like neurotypical controls, ac-
tivated right hippocampal processes when hearing their own first 
name, while individuals with ASD with low verbal ability scores 
activated left thalamic processes associated with the memoriza-
tion of new events.28 Since perirhinal areas receive afferents from 
the nucleus reuniens of the thalamus, these findings indicate that 
individuals with ASD who have lower verbal ability “know” 
their name like a recently learned fact whereas individuals with 
ASD with high verbal ability, who often find themselves on the 
higher functioning end of the autism spectrum, like neurotypical 
controls recollect contextual autobiographical information when 
processing their own name. 

 When looking for the causes of the uneven memory 
profile in ASD, the work of Hermelin and O’Connor7 and en-
suing supporting studies24,29 indicate that individuals with ASD 
fail to encode word sequences in a meaningful way (deep en-

coding) as opposed to neurotypical controls who use semantic 
and syntactical strategies to aid recall. In deep encoding, we 
draw from semantic aspects of material to be remembered, for 
example, considering category membership of words, which 
typically leads to enhanced memory as opposed to shallower 
levels of encoding that involve the processing of non-semantic 
features, for example, counting the number of syllables.30 A lack 
of encoding strategies will also lead to problems in remember-
ing more complex materials. Happé31 found that individuals with 
ASD performed significantly worse on memory tasks with more 
complexity, both visual and auditory, when compared to neuro-
typical controls due to a lack of strategy and task organization. 

 The use of strategy in memory tasks was further ex-
amined using the relational and individual item paradigm32 that 
tests free recall on items related to each other in category (rela-
tional processing) as opposed to items with semantic informa-
tion that specific only to the item itself (item specific process-
ing). Gaigg et al33 showed that participants with ASD recalled 
overall fewer categories and less items in smaller but not larger 
categories, and they were less likely than typical participants to 
cluster items into their respective categories during recall. As 
opposed to these selective differences in relational processing in 
ASD, no significant differences between groups were found in 
the item-related processing portion of the study. As opposed to 
the original Hunt and Seca32 paradigm, Gaigg et al33 presented 
participants with a baseline and an orienting task which provid-
ed more practice and helped the ASD group overcome difficul-
ties in the orienting task by deploying their relational memory 
processes effectively, which indicates that relational processing 
strategies are available to individuals with ASD but their deploy-
ment needs to be aided. These findings further substantiate the 
Task Support Hypothesis34 which states that the memory difficul-
ties of individuals with ASD can be attenuated when the proce-
dure includes meaningful cues to the remembered material at 
recall. 

 Solomon et al35 used the Relational and Item Specific 
Encoding (RISE) task to compare 22 adolescents with ASD to 
26 well-matched neurotypical control subjects. As opposed to 
predictions, the ASD group did more poorly thank controls on 
recognition for objects that had been encoded in the item-specif-
ic condition but showed no difference for objects that had been 
encoded relationally. The study also found that the ASD group 
relied relatively less on familiarity during item recognition fol-
lowing relational encoding than controls did. The ASD group 
exhibited weaker cognitive control related to strategic memory 
processes that produced less overall learning. Performance on 
item and associative recognition improved with age in the ASD 
group while performance in the control group was a product of 
strategic learning processes. While these results may contradict 
the general consensus of impaired relational memory processes 
and intact item-specific memory in ASD, Solomon et al’s35 find-
ings may be largely influenced by the stimulus characteristics of 
the RISE task where item-specific encoding relies on judgments 
related to abstract features and relational encoding can be aided 
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with strong visuo-spatial ability. Abstraction is shown to be dif-
ficult for individuals with ASD36 while visuo-spatial abilities are 
considered strong.37 

 Neuroscientific evidence supports the theory of rela-
tional memory processes.38 The hippocampus has been identi-
fied as the site of domain-general relational memory processes 
where individual features of an episode are integrated and or-
ganized.19,39,40 Morphological abnormalities of the hippocampus 
are relatively well documented in ASD.41,42 Areas outside the 
hippocampus, such as perirhinal, entorhinal and parahippocam-
pal areas are found to mediate more domain-specific item and 
contextual processes.43,44 

 In summary, episodic remembering requires a person 
to put memories into a spatio-temporal and self-referential con-
text, and relies on free recalls, which are areas of weakness in 
ASD. Anatomical and functional differences in hippocampal 
areas in ASD may be associated with these deficits. Environ-
mental task support may help with the processing of relational 
and more complex information related to spontaneous recall. 
Item characteristics may play a role in some of the prior findings 
that contradicted general consensus findings. Age may be an-
other factor in putting these findings into perspective since ASD 
studies have focused on younger age groups whereas episodic 
memory is known to develop considerably through adolescence 
and maturation does not occur until young adulthood.45 Further, 
studies are needed to establish a more complete profile of memo-
ry processing in ASD including intellectually lower-functioning 
individuals and adults with ASD.
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ABSTRACT

Introduction: In times of inadequate resources and rising public demand, social service orga-
nizations rely on volunteers to meet needs. In the current human resource for health crisis in 
Africa there is urgent need for community health volunteers (CHVs). Studies have highlighted 
problems of high attrition rates leading to high replacement training costs among CHVs. There 
is need for careful selection of volunteers that can serve long-term, once trained. This study 
was done to develop a volunteer assessment framework for recruitment of CHVs. The frame-
work is based on identification intrinsic motives for volunteering that have been shown to be 
associated with long volunteer service. 
Methods: The assessment tool was developed by searching literature for theory based con-
structs and assessment items associated with volunteering. These constructs and items were 
synthesized into a proposed assessment framework. The framework was subjected to face con-
tent and construct validation in West Kenyan context in phase 1 of the study. The validated 
framework was tested for ability to differentiate between long serving volunteers and non-
volunteers matched by gender, age and residence. The 2 groups were presented with test items 
and asked to record their agreement on a scale of 1 to 5 on the reasons why people volunteer. 
Results: From literature we identified functional, role identity, and social exchange as theories 
underpinning volunteering. From these theories we identified 8 constructs to include in a pro-
posed volunteer assessment framework. We tested the framework and although all the eight 
constructs satisfied internal consistency test only 5: altruism, materialism, social adjustment, 
esteem enhancement and career development were statistically significantly more associated 
with either volunteers or non-volunteers. Therefore, only these were included on the final vol-
unteer assessment framework, for identification of long serving volunteers in the local context. 
Conclusion: We propose a volunteer assessment tool with the 5 constructs and 25 assessment 
items for identification and recruitment of CHVs, with motives consistent with long-term vol-
unteer service. The final framework consists of altruistic (altruism, social adjustment, esteem 
enhancement) or egoistic (material gain and career development) constructs with 25 assess-
ment statements. The frame work would able to identify individuals with altruistic motives to 
include and those with egoistic tendencies to exclude during a volunteer recruitment exercise. 

KEYWORDS: Community; Health volunteer; Assessment; Motives; Assessment; Motives; 
Constructs.

ABBREVIATIONS: CHV: Community Health Volunteers; VAF: Volunteer Assessment Frame-
work; FGD: Focus Group Discussion.
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INTRODUCTION 

Volunteerism has existed for centuries and in all cultures based 
on the notion of solidarity and reciprocity where people live.1 
Volunteering is characterized by acts undertaken freely for rea-
sons other than financial gain, for the benefit of others.2 When 
the State cannot reach every individual and household with es-
sential care it must rely on volunteers to complement its efforts.3 

Community health volunteers (CHV) is such an approach, built 
on the local strengths, tradition and experience which has be-
come a major service delivery strategy in Kenya.4,5 

 Yet more recently, a major debate has existed as to 
whether people in poor settings can be expected to volunteer, 
particularly in delivering health services at the community lev-
el. Researchers in this field have highlighted problems such as 
high attrition rate and high cost of training as reasons against 
CHVs yet studies show their effectiveness in addressing human 
resource crisis,6 and have been shown to be cost-effective.7 

 This paper presents the development and testing of 
a theory based framework for identifying volunteers likely to 
serve for long as community health volunteers, based their mo-
tives for volunteering. Using this framework to assess volunteers 
at recruitment would improve retention after training and thus 
reduce costs by minimizing replacement. This would improve 
the cost-efficiency of community volunteer programs. The paper 
focuses on the development and testing of a volunteer assess-
ment framework (VAF) for Western Kenya.

Study Objectives 

1. To develop a volunteer assessment framework from theories 
in literature. 

2. To test the validity and reliability of the proposed volunteer 
assessment framework for CHVs in the local context.

METHODS

Development of the Volunteer Assessment Framework

We reviewed literature to identify theories on volunteerism rel-
evant to CHVs, intrinsic and extrinsic factors that have been 
shown to influence volunteer retention and performance. We 
searched for the volunteer assessment items that have been 
used in the field of volunteerism research in order to develop 
an assessment framework. The search was limited to published 
literature in English globally scope and unlimited time period. 
The keywords used in the search included theories, volunteer, 
motives. 

 The search engine used was mainly Google and data 
bases included MEDLINE, CINAHL, Cochrane, PSYCNET, 
HINARI, EMBASE, POPLINE information was extracted using 
theories, motives and assessment items as themes. Constructs 
and items to measure them were identified as described by re-

searchers.8-10 This process yielded an emerging framework to be 
tested in the local setting.

 Face and content validity was undertaken in a popula-
tion of 300 respondents as described Netemeyer,11 and Hogan 
and Greenfield.12 This was done in Kisumu district, a population 
similar to the study population, using self-administered ques-
tionnaires. In addition the researcher conducted a focus group 
discussion (FGD) and key informant interviews with local com-
munity resource people to ensure that constructs and assessment 
items were suited to the local socio-cultural context. From the 
pretest new suggestions were incorporated in the draft frame-
work. Further, a panel of content experts reviewed the proposed 
assessment items to verify that they were appropriate indicators 
of respective constructs, as described by Schultz and Whitney13 
to refine the tool. 

 The resulting draft Volunteer Assessment Framework 
consisted of 8 constructs with a total of 84 assessment items. 
It was translated into local languages (Kiswahili and Luo) by 2 
pairs of the respective language experts and back translated to 
English by independent language experts to confirm the accuracy 
of the local language versions of the framework. The final draft 
from the face and content validity data was pretested a popula-
tion similar to the study population to ensure that constructs and 
assessment items were suited to the local socio-cultural context. 
The framework was transformed into structured questionnaires 
administered to 150 volunteers and 150 non-volunteers matched 
by sex, age and residence. The respondents were to express their 
agreement with assessment statements based on Likert scale, 
to determine suitability the constructs and assessment items as 
expressed in the local language, in terms of the questions and 
meanings conveyed to suit the local setting in which the tool 
would be used. 

Testing of the Volunteer Assessment Framework 

 The testing of the framework was carried out in 
Nyakach, Rarieda and Butere Sub-Counties in Western Kenya. 
The study population consisted of all community health volun-
teers listed by the Sub Counties of study and their next door 
neighbors. All 530 CHVs who had been active as volunteers for 
5 or more years were enrolled in the study. A similar number of 
neighbors that were non-volunteers were also recruited into the 
study as comparison group, matched by gender, residence and 
age, making the sample population 1060. 

 The proposed VAF was tested in 2 steps. First, construct 
validity was assessed using Cronbach’s alpha index,14 to estab-
lish the reliability of the internal consistency of the framework. 
The responses on volunteers’ motives were thus validated by 
correlations with construct measures, in the local context. The 
internal consistency test was thus undertaken using the Cron-
bach’s alpha coefficient test, as described by Polit and Beck.15 

 To identify constructs and items that were more associ-
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ated with CHVs than non-CHVs the framework was assessed to 
identify constructs and assessment items demonstrating the re-
sponses among volunteers that were significantly different from 
non-volunteers. This was done by presenting the descriptions of 
the 8 volunteer motives contained in the tool being tested, to the 
1062 respondents, half of whom were non-CHVs, by self admin-
istered structured statements. The assessment items explored re-
sponses to statements designed to assess motives for volunteer-
ing, under the 8 constructs. The participants were to express the 
degree to which they agreed or disagreed with the assessment 
items as stated, concerning reasons why people volunteer, based 
on a Likert scale of 1 to 5.

 We used cluster analysis to determine association 
between the constructs and assessment items statistically sig-
nificantly more with volunteers than with non-volunteers. We 
clustered the responses into agree (4, 5), undecided (3) and dis-
agree (1, 2) and cross tabulated against the proportions among 
volunteers and non-volunteers. We compared the proportions in 
the different clusters for each of the constructs and assessment 
items. The significance of difference in proportions between the 
2 groups was assessed by a chi-square statistic (χ2), degrees of 
freedom (df) and significance values (p). This was used to ex-
amine the relationship between constructs and assessment items 
and volunteer status. The constructs and assessment items that 
showed statistically different scores between volunteers and 
non-volunteers, were considered suitable for inclusion in the 
final volunteer assessment framework. A p value<0.05 was con-
sidered statistically significant.

 We obtained ethical approval from the Great Lakes 
University of Kisumu ethical review board.

Findings

From literature: Motivation has been examined from psychoso-
cial,16 need-based,17 intrinsic factors,18 social identity,19 value-
based,20 and self concept-based.21 Key concepts described by 
other researchers include concepts from the social exchange,22 
functional approach23 and role identity24 theories. Applying the 
theories to better understand why volunteering is good for ev-
eryone.25 People continue to volunteer to the extent that their ex-
periences fulfill their relevant motives.26,27 

 Social exchange theory was developed by Kohl-
berg.22,28,29 It underpins the motive of material gain, such as re-
muneration, as a basis for volunteering, people volunteer accord-
ing to perceived reward, balancing contributions and rewards. 
Similar motives have been described as extrinsic motivation.30,31 

Functional theory: Clary and Snyder32 defined functional analy-
sis as being “concerned with the reasons and purposes that un-
derlie and generate psychological phenomena served by peo-
ple’s beliefs and their actions”. The main premise is that while 
different people can perform the same actions, the actions serve 
different psychological functions for different individuals.31,33,34 

Clary and Snyder32 found that individuals who reported greater 
satisfaction also expressed stronger intentions to continue vol-
unteering. Indeed, satisfaction was shown to correlate with time 
spent volunteering and longevity of service.35 Material motives 
include rewards such as strengthening one’s résumé, and devel-
oping one’s career, Morrow-Howell and Mui.36 

Role identity theory: Role identity theory, developed from social 
psychology, which states that individuals classify themselves 
and others according to their social roles. Individuals adopt 
multiple roles which have associated behavioral expectations.37 
These roles impact on their role identity suggesting psycho-so-
cial benefits from volunteer activities.38 According to this per-
spective roles are stable across time and situations39 and indi-
viduals will seek to reinforce their role perceptions, motivated 
by factors such as self-esteem and efficacy.40,41 A key dimension 
of role identity is role enhancement,42 benefits of accumulation 
of social roles. Roles have a buffering effect contributing to the 
need to be productive and maintain meaning throughout life.43 
These benefits are considered important by those who choose to 
volunteer.44,45 Volunteering becomes, not so much what one does, 
but who one is Van Dyne and Farmer.26 Finkelstein46 stresses that 
role identity dictates how others perceive you and is important 
throughout life Stryker.37 Warburton47 suggests that volunteering 
in health may provide a key role for those affected by the erosion 
of traditional family and cultural values in the African context. 

 Social motives refer to individual satisfactions with re-
wards of interpersonal interactions Morrow-Howell and Mui.36 
They identified three major categories of volunteer motivations: 
(1) Altruistic (2) Material and (3) Social. Altruistic motives per-
tain to intangible rewards that are intrinsic to the volunteering 
act itself, namely satisfactions resulting from feeling that one 
has helped someone else. A study by Anderson and Moore49 
provided empirical evidence for altruistic motives for volunteer-
ing. They seek to translate their deeply held values into actions50 
similar to the need for esteem.17 

 In a research program on AIDS volunteers, Omoto and 
Snyder35 found that 5 specific motives for volunteer work could 
be consistently identified: (1) values, and (2) community con-
cern, which are altruistic. Community concern reflects people’s 
sense of obligation to their community, Omoto51, Penner52; (3) 
understanding, (4) esteem enhancement, which are social and 
(5) personal development which is materialistic. Understanding 
reflects the fact that volunteering may serve to satisfy a person’s 
intellectual curiosity about other people, a social construct. Es-
teem enhancement encompasses motivations dealing with find-
ing ways to cope with guilt over being more fortunate than oth-
ers which is social. Finally, personal development focuses on 
personal growth, considered materialistic. Similarly, Clary10 
identified 5 factors relating to intention to volunteer10: (1) value 
expression, (2) knowledge, (3) social adjustment, (4) ego protec-
tion, and (5) utilitarian concern which correspond to Omoto and 
Snyder’s.35 Clary’s8 6 motivations, which they claim to be of 
generic relevance to volunteerism, (1) values, (2) understanding, 
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(3) social, (4) protective (5) enhancement and (6) career devel-
opment. Ochieng53 added spirituality as an important construct 
in Kenya’s local setting, along with material gain and commu-
nity concern highlighted in her study.53 

The following 8 motive constructs were identified from litera-
ture: for use in proposed volunteer assessment framework (Table 
1).

1. Altruistic: Motives have intangible rewards, intrinsic to the 
volunteering act itself, namely satisfactions resulted from feeling 
that one has helped someone else. They are based on underlying 
beliefs held that one should make humanitarian contributions to 
society.35,54 Anderson and Moore49 suggested measurement items 
as: the person tends to think about the welfare of other people, 
feels empathy for them, and acts to benefit them, looks for op-
portunity to express their humanitarian concerns.
2. Community Concern: This reflects people’s sense of obliga-
tion to their community as described by Omoto and Snyder.35 
3. Spirituality: Mentioned by Ochieng53 in her study among vol-
unteers in Kenya. 

4. Social adjustment: Social motives refer to individual satisfac-
tions with rewards of interpersonal interactions, group identi-
fication, and networking.10,36 Participating in activities viewed 
favorably by important others and group. 
5. Esteem enhancement: Are positive strivings of the ego and 
self-confidence.10 Helping is a means of maintaining positive 
feelings about themselves.55,56

6. Development of understanding: Opportunity to learn, and sat-
isfy intellectual curiosity.10,35,54

7. Material gain: Material motives, according to Morrow-Howell 
and Mui36 are concerned with extrinsic tangible rewards.
8. Career enhancement: Volunteerism enhances one’s career 
Beale,57 “stepping stones” to employment by learning skills,35 

improves labor market value,58 self-development experience for 
youth.59

Testing of the Framework

All the motive constructs in the proposed Volunteer Assessment 
Framework satisfied internal consistency test, described by Polit 
and Beck,15 scoring greater than Cronbach alpha 0.8 (Table 2).

Table 2: Conbach’s Coefficient alpha values by motive constructs.

Theories Motives Assessment items

Functional theory/ Role identity Altruistic
Feeling to help others, Belief in helping others, Thinks about the welfare of others, Feeling empathy 
for others, acting to benefit others Express humanitarian concern, Feeling to translate deeply held 
values to action

Functional theory Community Concern Sense of obligation to community, contributing to society

Spirituality

Role identity Social adjustment

Normative social pressure, getting along with others, Need to respond to group demand, Emotional 
gratification, desire to interact with others, build relationship with others, Activities viewed favorably 
by others, meeting expectations of others, self concept, Considers volunteering as a leisure activity, 
Satisfies the expectations of others 

Role identity Esteem enhancement Enhance self confidence,  to feel good about one-self, Self improvement, self acceptance, Brings 
meaning and purpose to life, Contributes to well-being, Valuable to self

Role identity theory Development of 
understanding

Satisfies intellectual curiosity about other people and their problems, Educational experience,  
Chance to gain new experience, Opportunity to challenge self, test existing skills

Functional theory Career development
Learning job related skills, Offers employment opportunity, Maintain employment skills, Opportunity 
to make friends and learn from them new skills, Learn more about area of interest, Increase job 
prospects, Career path, Stepping stone to job

Social exchange theory Material gain Benefit in kind or cash, Benefit from materials, Frequent rewards, Benefits add wealth

Constructs 
(Volunteer Motives)

Cronbach’s 
Alpha 

Cronbach’s Alpha 
Based on Standardized Items No. of Items 

Altruistic 0.84 0.84 12 

Development of 
Understanding 0.85 0.85 10 

Community Concern 0.91 0.92 20 

Esteem Enhancement 0.87 0.87 10 

Social Adjustment 0.91 0.91 13 

Material Gain 0.90 0.90 5 

Career Development 0.86 0.86 11 

Spirituality 0.80 0.80 5 

Table 1: Assessment items by motives and theories.
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 For altruistic values all the assessment scale items were 
significantly associated with long serving volunteers than with 
non-volunteers, (Table 3A). For community concern and spiri-
tuality there was no statistically significant difference of scores 
between volunteers and non-volunteers. For social adjustment 
all the assessment scale items were significantly more associated 
with long serving volunteers than with the non-volunteers (Ta-
ble 3B). For esteem enhancement all the assessment scale items 
were significantly more associated with long serving volunteers 
than with non-volunteers (Table 3C). 
 
 Development of understanding did not seem to reso-
nate consistently with respondents in our study. The test item “to 
satisfy curiosity was more associated with volunteers, while the 
rest either demonstrated no difference between volunteers and 
controls such as “gain experience” or were associated more with 
controls (Table 3D) and may not be suitable for the framework. 

  For materialistic constructs, all the assessment scale 
items were significantly associated more with non-volunteers 
than with volunteers (Table 3E). Similarly all assessment items 
under career development motives were significantly associated 
with non-volunteers than with volunteers (Table 3F).

DISCUSSION

All 8 constructs can be used in the local setting since the internal 
consistency of the proposed framework all the constructs in the 
tool were above 0.8 by Cronbach’s alpha coefficient test as de-
scribed by Polit & Beck.15 The framework was adequately valid 
in the local context.

 Altruistic constructs had strong association with vol-
unteers. Altruistic values have been recognized by other studies 
that had described individuals who volunteer in order to express 

Altruistic value assessment items Respondents Disagree
 n (%)

Undecided 
n (%)

Agree 
 n (%) p value 

It creates a better society      
CHVs 12 (1.2) 9 (0.9) 509 (48.1)

0.00
Non-CHVs 15 (1.5) 32 (3.0) 483 (45.6)

Of values and belief in making things better for 
others.     

CHVs 23 (2.1) 18 (1.7) 489 (46.1)
0.00

Non-CHVs 47 (4.4) 35 (3.3) 448 (42.3)

It translates deep held values into actions.
CHVs 28 (2.6) 30 (2.8) 472 (44.6)

0.01
Non-CHVs 52 (4.9) 50 (4.7) 428 (40.4)

They think about the welfare of other people
CHVs 18 (1.7) 41 (3.9) 471 (40.3)

0.00
Non-CHVs 56 (5.3) 36 (3.2) 438 (41.3)

They feel empathy for others
CHVs 24 (2.3) 23 (2.2) 483 (45.5)

0.00
Non-CHVs 52 (4.9) 35 (3.3) 443 (41.8)

They benefit others
CHVs 38 (3.5) 13 (1.3) 479 (45.2)

0.00
Non-CHVs 85 (8.0) 23 (2.1) 422 (34.5)

Intention to contribute positively to society 
CHVs 18 (1.7) 23 (2.2) 489 (46.1)

0.05
Non-CHVs 38 (3.6) 35 (3.3) 457 (43.1)

 They consider themselves to be people who get 
involved     

CHVs 47 (4.5) 37 (3.4) 446 (42.1)
0.00

Non-CHVs 125 (11.8 ) 47 (4.4 ) 358 (33.8)

Social adjustment Agree Undecided Disagree p value

It is an opportunity for relationships
CHVs 84 (7.9) 24 (2.3) 422 (39.8)

0.00
Non-CHVs 105 (9.9) 32 (3.0) 393 (37.1)

People at job/school/church/group would 
approve of their volunteering

CHVs 169 (15.9) 41 (3.9) 320 (30.2)
0.04

Non-CHVs 129 (12.2) 42 (3.9) 359 (33.9)

People who are close to them would support 
them to volunteer

CHVs 188 (17.8) 39 (3.6) 303 (28.6)
0.04

Non-CHVs 139 (13.1) 38 (3.6) 353 (33.3)

Their family members would encourage them 
to volunteer

CHVs 207 (19.5) 47 (4.5) 276 (26.1)
0.00

Non-CHVs 155 (14.6) 55 (5.2) 320 (30.2)

Of reciprocal interactions in community
CHVs 242 (22.8) 43 (4.0) 245 (23.1)

0.00
Non-CHVs 169 (16.0) 44 (4.1) 317 (29.9)

Table 3A: Proportion of respondents agreeing with altruistic values by volunteer status.

Table 3B: Proportion of respondents agreeing with social adjustment values by volunteer status.
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Development of understanding Disagree
n (%)

Undecided 
n (%)

Agree
n (%) p value 

It satisfies their curiosity about other people and 
the problems that they face

CHVs 69 (6.5) 31 (2.9) 430 (40.6)
0.03

Non-CHVs 94 (8.9) 30 (2.8) 406 (38.3)

Of personal growth
CHVs 180 (17) 55 (5.2) 295 (27.9)

0.00
Non-CHVs 144 (13.6) 36 (3.3) 350 (33.1)

Of the opportunity to make friends
CHVs 183 (17.3) 47 (4.4) 300 (28.3)

0.00
Non-CHVs 145 (13.7) 32 (8.9) 353 (33.3)

Of the chance to gain new experience
CHVs 83 (7.9) 28 (2.7) 419 (39.5)

0.02
Non-CHVs 69 (6.5) 46 (4.3) 415 (39.2)

Of opportunity to challenge themselves
CHVs 194 (18.3) 60 (5.7) 276 (26.0)

0.00
Non-CHVs 145 (13.6) 54 (5.1) 331 (31.3)

Volunteerism allows them to test their existing 
skills and abilities

CHVs 123 (11.7) 42 (4.0) 366 (34.4)
0.03

Non-CHVs 108 (10.2) 61 (3.9) 381 (35.9)

Esteem enhancement Agree
n (%)

Undecided 
n (%)

Disagree
n (%) p value

They want to instill pride in themselves
CHVs 309 (29.1) 28 (2.7) 193 (18.3)

0.00
Non-CHVs 236 (22.3) 53 (5.0) 241 (18.3)

They want to instill self-esteem in themselves
CHVs 255 (24.1) 46 (4.3) 229 (21.6)

0.00Non-CHVs 197 (18.6) 40 (3.7) 293 (27.6)

 No matter how bad they have been feeling, 
volunteering helps them to forget about it

CHVs 214 (20.2) 54 (5.1) 262 (24.7)
0.00

Non-CHVs 182 (17.2) 42 (3.9) 306 (28.9)

They enjoy being part of activities in the 
community

CHVs 141 (13.3) 45 (4.2) 344 (32.5)
0.02

Non-CHVs 94 (8.9) 46 (4.3) 390 (36.8)

They enjoy doing the activity
CHVs 139 (13.1) 42 (3.9) 349 (32.9)

0.02
Non-CHVs 126 (11.9) 44 (4.1) 360 (33.9)

It makes them feel good about themselves
CHVs 231 (21.8) 28 (2.7) 271 (25.6)

0.01
Non-CHVs 176 (16.6) 45 (4.2) 309 (29.2)

Community Concern
CHVs 154 (14.5) 26 (2.5) 350 (33.1)

0.03
Non-CHVs 144 (13.6) 34 (3.2) 352 (33.2)

It makes them feel important
CHVs 282 (26.6) 25 (2.4) 223 (21)

0.00
Non-CHVs 225 (21.2) 51 (4.8) 254 (23.9)

It makes them feel appreciated
CHVs 249 (23.5) 48 (4.6) 233 (22)

0.00
Non-CHVs 226 (21.3) 49 (4.6) 255 (24.1)

It makes them feel recognized
CHVs 253 (23.9) 41 (3.9) 236 (22.3)

0.00
Non-CHVs 197 (18.6) 47 (4.4) 304 (27)

Material gain Respondents Disagree 
n (%)

Undecided 
n (%)

Agree
n (%) p value

They benefit at times in terms of cash or kind
CHVs 331 (31.3) 36 (3.4) 163 (15.4)

0.00
Non-CHVs 226 (21.4) 43 (4.0) 261 (24.6)

Sometimes they are paid
CHVs 314 (29.6) 51 (4.8) 165 (15.6)

0.00
Non-CHVs 226 (21.4) 33 (3.1) 271 (25.5)

At times they are given materials that have remained after 
volunteering

CHVs 290 (27.4) 45 (4.3) 195 (18.4)
0.00

Non-CHVs 207 (19.5) 45 (4.2) 278 (26.2)

Sometimes they are rewarded and they feel good
CHVs 274 (25.8) 46 (4.4) 210 (19.9)

0.00
Non-CHVs 200 (18.8) 37 (3.5) 293 (27.6)

Volunteer benefits add to their wealth
CHVs 245 (23.1) 35 (3.3) 250 (23.6)

0.00
Non-CHVs 193 (18.2) 34 (3.2) 303 (28.6)

Table 3C: Proportion of respondents agreeing with esteem enhancement values by volunteer status.

Table 3D: Proportion of respondents agreeing with development of understanding values by volunteer status.

Table 3E: Proportion of respondents agreeing with material gain values by volunteer status.
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firmly held beliefs of the importance for one to help others.50,60 
Under this construct strong personal values underpin the mo-
tive for volunteering. This finding is consistent with research 
undertaken on volunteer motivation by Penner61 suggesting this 
construct to be among the most powerful predictors of long-term 
volunteerism such as is required for CHVs (Table 4).

 Social adjustment describes individuals who volunteer 
to build social networks and enjoy interactions. In our study, this 
construct was associated with volunteers. The statements that 
volunteers identified more with as compared to non-volunteers 
were approval by peers, friends, and family and expecting reci-
procity from other members of the community which are cul-
turally supportable.53 Volunteering was seen as useful not only 

intrinsically, but in the eyes of others.46 

 Esteem enhancement encompasses motivations with 
positive strivings of the ego.8 Carlson et al55 working on mood 
of helping others suggested that people use helping as a means 
of enhancing positive feelings about themselves. This phenom-
enon is explained by Cheng et al62 suggesting that undertaking 
generative acts is becoming increasingly challenging for older 
people in the technical age, when older people have less and less 
to teach the younger generation. For this reason older people 
may take up volunteerism to maintain positive relationships with 
offspring.63

 Egoistic constructs, material gain, had strong associa-

Career development Disagree
n (%)

Undecided 
n (%)

Agree
n (%) p value

They want to learn job-related skills
CHVs 100 (9.5) 33 (3.1) 397 (37.5)

0.01
Non-CHVs 87 (8.2) 29 (2.8) 414 (39.1)

It will help them get an opportunity at a place 
where they would like to work

CHVs 80 (7.6) 53 (5.0) 397 (37.5)
0.00

Non-CHVs 83 (7.9) 27 (2.6) 420 (39.6)

It can help them get a job
CHVs 100 (9.5) 33 (3.1) 397 (37.5)

0.01
Non-CHVs 87 (8.2) 29 (2.8) 414 (39.1)

1. Altruistic value (core) Strongly 
Agree Agree Undecided Disagree Strongly 

disagree

It creates a better society                                                                  
It translates deep held values into actions              
They think about the welfare of other people              
They feel empathy for others
They  consider themselves to be people who get involved          

2. Social adjustment
It is an opportunity for relationships
People at job/school/church/group would approve of their volunteering
People close to them would support them to volunteer
Their family members would encourage them to volunteer
Of reciprocal interactions in community

3. Esteem enhancement
They want to instill pride in themselves

No matter how bad they have been feeling, volunteering helps them to forget about it
They enjoy being part of activities in the community
It makes them feel good about themselves
It makes them feel important 
It makes them feel appreciated
It makes them feel recognized

4. Material Gain
They benefit at times in terms of cash or kind
Sometimes they are paid
At times they are given materials that have remained after volunteering
Sometimes they are rewarded and they feel good
Volunteer benefits add to their wealth

5. Career Development
They want to learn job-related skills
It will help them get an opportunity at a place where they would like to work

It can help them get a job

Complete the following sentences about the reason people volunteer and indicate the degree of your agreement with each one. 
People volunteer because:

Table 4: The resulting Final Volunteer Assessment Framework  (VAF)

Table 3F: Proportion of respondents agreeing with career development values by volunteer status.
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tion with non-volunteers. Hence, a tool with egoistic constructs 
can be used to identify people who are unsuitable for being long 
serving volunteers, as required for CHVs. Our finding is con-
sistent with many other social theories underlying reasons for 
people to take action because they weigh investment against 
benefits, such as social cognitive theory by Bandura,48 or those 
perceiving volunteering as a productive activity.25 All the assess-
ment items were strongly associated with non-volunteers than 
volunteers. Career development was also associated with non-
volunteers. Gidron59 suggested that the rewards for volunteer-
ing were either personal or indirectly economic such as gaining 
work experience. All the assessment scale items under career de-
velopment motives were significantly associated with controls.
The remaining 2 constructs, community concern and spiritual-
ity, did not demonstrate adequate difference in association with 
either volunteers or non-volunteers and may not be useful in the 
framework in the local context. Community concern and spiri-
tuality may be rooted on theories that are beyond psychosocial 
in the disciplines of social anthropology and theology that were 
not adequately explored in this study, and therefore an area for 
further investigation. Some studies point out that volunteerism is 
associated with social philanthropy that are associated religious 
values as sources of motivation.64,65 

CONCLUSION

This study provided valuable information about the actual mo-
tivations and their relative importance to identify volunteers 
likely to serve long as needed in community based health care. 
Of the 8 constructs considered 5 with 25 test items were use-
ful in identifying volunteers, positively or negatively. Develop-
ment of understanding had inconsistent association with volun-
teers and non-volunteers. Spirituality and community concern 
did not differentiate between volunteers and non-volunteers and 
therefore unsuitable for the framework being tested. Research-
ers in this field have described the importance of these differ-
ences to managers involved in the recruitment, placement and 
retention of volunteers within their organization, but have not 
clearly demonstrated the differences and hence the contribu-
tion of this study. This framework will be instrumental in the 
recruitment of appropriately motivated volunteers for long-term 
assignments, and hence improve the retention rate among volun-
teers, by excluding those that are unsuitable. Taking the 2 tests 
together, using both altruistic and egoistic constructs one can 
identify volunteers to include as well exclude people who cannot 
serve long-term as volunteers required of community health vol-
unteers. This will improve the cost-efficiency CHV programs. 
By understanding the motivations of their volunteers through the 
framework, a manager of volunteers can identify and select vol-
unteers that are likely to serve long-term based on their motiva-
tion. The final framework has 5 constructs and 20-30 assessment 
items. 
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ABSTRACT

Background: Past studies have demonstrated cognitive impairment after dehydration, though 
results are not always consistent. Methodological differences may account for these discrepan-
cies. Therefore, the purpose of the present study was to determine the effects of mild dehydra-
tion on various domains of cognitive function.
Methods: Twenty-seven men (n=14; 26.9±4.6 years; 176.3±6.6 cm; 79.1±9.0 kg) and women 
(n=13; 27.3±4.3 years; 171.0±6.5 cm; 66.5±4.5 kg) participated in the study. Subjects were  
dehydrated to approximately 2% body mass loss via treadmill running and sauna. Measure-
ments were collected prior to and after dehydration. Cognitive function tests included: Finger 
tapping, symbol digit coding, Stroop, and shifting attention tests.
Results: Reaction time during the shifting attention test was significantly lower from pre-test-
ing to post-testing (PRE: 882.67±126.59 ms; POST: 830.00±105.83 ms; p=0.0012). The Stroop 
reaction time was significantly lower from pre-testing to post-testing (PRE: 712.56±97.52 ms; 
POST: 671.63±97.21 ms; p=0.02). No significant changes were observed in any other measure-
ments.
Conclusion: Dehydration may enhance cognitive functioning in the areas of Stroop reaction 
time and reaction time during the shifting attention test. 

KEYWORDS: Reaction time; Executive function; Heat stress; Thermoregulatory; Amino acid.

INTRODUCTION

Water is an essential nutrient for many bodily systems and functions, such as regulation of body 
temperature, lubrication of joints, and optimal cardiovascular function.1 Hydration is especially 
important in sports and physical activity, due to prodigious perspiration. However, dehydra-
tion is a common problem since many athletic individuals do not hydrate properly. Evidence 
supports the idea that dehydration leads to decrements in physical performance.2-4 Regarding 
cognitive function, many researchers contend that dehydration leads to reduced cognitive func-
tion,5-10  though the evidence is equivocal.11-14

 One possible reason for the mixed results in the literature is that the methods for 
testing cognitive function are inconsistent among studies. Because there are many cognitive 
domains that contribute to cognitive function, some studies focused on specific domains. In 
many of the studies on athletic populations such as golfers,10 soccer players,15 and jockeys,16 
the testing methods were sport-specific to determine the effects of dehydration on the cognitive 
aspect of their specific sport. Task-specific outcomes are also seen among cognitive tests in 
military personnel.9,13 While sport-specific testing methods may be ideal for elite athletes, they 
may not serve recreational or amateur athletes who lack the necessary level of expertise.

 Conversely, many studies that tested a wider range of domains chose cognitive tests 
that may not be ideal for athletic individuals. Though reaction time has been included in many 
studies to date, researchers often focused on short- and long-term memory5,6 or employed tests 
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that may not translate well to sport, such as perceptive discrimi-
nation via visual determination of line length.7 More recently, 
studies have tested areas such as executive function11 and sus-
tained attention,17,18 but a paucity of data exists in areas such 
as motor speed and psychomotor speed, which are essential for 
athletes and athletic individuals. More research needs to be con-
ducted to establish a set of cognitive tests and/or cognitive do-
mains that accurately measure the cognitive functions necessary 
for athletic performance.
 
 Another reason for the mixed results in the literature is 
the variety of methods employed to achieve dehydration. Com-
mon interventions include: Water deprivation,10,19 passive heat 
stress,7,11,16 exercise,11,14,20 combined exercise and heat,5,6,12 and 
comparison of dehydration methods.7,8 Since dehydration can 
result from various and multiple insults, various dehydration 
methods must be tested and should reflect the population be-
ing studied. In a sport context, most dehydration occurs during 
exercise in a hot environment; therefore, both exercise and heat 
should be employed to elicit dehydration to measure cognitive 
function in athletes of all levels.
 
 Therefore, the purpose of the present study was to de-
termine the effects of mild dehydration in recreational athletes 
elicited by a dehydration protocol employing both exercise and 
heat on various domains of cognitive function. Cognitive do-
mains were chosen to be sport-specific and include: Psychomo-
tor speed, reaction time, cognitive flexibility, processing speed, 
executive function, and motor speed. Our hypothesis was that 
mild dehydration would cause a decrement in cognitive function 
in all tests.

METHODS

Subjects

Twenty-seven men (n=14; age: 26.9±4.6 years; height: 176.3±6.6 
cm; weight: 79.1±9.0 kg) and women (n=13; age: 27.3±4.3 
years; height: 171.0±6.5 cm; weight: 66.5±4.5 kg) participated 
in the study. All individuals were recreationally trained, defined 
as exercising two or more times per week for at least one year, as 
assessed by an exercise status questionnaire. Subjects were free 
of cardiovascular disease, diabetes, or any other diseases that 
would exclude them from participation in the study, as assessed 
by a health history questionnaire. No medications or supple-
ments that could interfere with the study had been consumed for 
at least one month prior to testing. All protocols for this study 
were approved by an Institutional Review Board and written in-
formed consent was provided by the subjects prior to testing.

Experimental Design

Subjects arrived to the laboratory in the morning in a euhydrated 
state after an overnight fast. Subjects were also required to ab-
stain from exercise for 24 hours prior to testing so that fatigue 
was not a factor. A urine sample was provided and measured 

for urine specific gravity via refractometry (Atago, Inc., Tokyo, 
Japan) to ensure hydration status. If the USG value was above 
1.025, the subject was considered dehydrated and given 500 ml 
of water to drink in accordance with ACSM guidelines prior to 
testing to achieve euhydration at baseline. Urine color, body 
temperature and skin temperature were measured, followed by 
cognitive function testing. After baseline testing, subjects per-
formed the dehydration protocol. Subsequently, all tests were 
repeated.

Dehydration

A combination of active dehydration via treadmill running and 
passive dehydration via sauna was employed to achieve dehy-
dration. After baseline testing, subjects were required to run on a 
treadmill (Woodway, Inc., Waukesha, WI, USA) for 30 minutes 
at 80% maximum heart rate (206.9-(0.67*Age)).21 Afterward, 
subjects sat in a sauna at 70 °C for 15 minute intervals until 2% 
body weight loss was attained, which is the value that perfor-
mance decrements begin to occur.22 Nude, dry body weight was 
measured between sauna intervals via calibrated scale to ensure 
that the body weight loss was as close to 2% as possible. When 
2% body weight loss was achieved, subjects showered and dried 
their bodies completely. Nude, dry body weight was measured 
again and this weight was used as the post-dehydration body 
weight in the present study. 

Measurements

All measurements were taken prior to and immediately following 
the dehydration protocol. After USG was measured, urine color 
was measured using a color chart developed by Armstrong and 
colleagues and validated in young athletes.23,24 Body tempera-
ture via digital thermometer (American Diagnostic Corporation, 
Hauppauge, NY, USA) and skin temperature via forehead in-
frared thermometer (Telatemp Corp., Anaheim, CA, USA) were 
measured, immediately followed by cognitive function testing. 
Subjects sat at a computer and performed a variety of cognitive 
function tests (CNS Vital Signs Inc., Morrisville, NC, USA), in-
cluding: Finger tapping test, symbol digit coding, Stroop test, 
and shifting attention test. The CNS Vital Signs test battery was 
chosen for its high reliability,25 lack of a learning effect,25 and the 
application of its tests to sports performance. The finger tapping 
test requires subjects to tap the space bar with their right hand 
as many times as they can in ten seconds. The test is repeated 
with the left hand, and two trials are performed with each hand. 
The symbol digit coding test involves a serial presentation of 
symbols and empty boxes below, along with a legend at the top 
that designates a number to correspond with each possible sym-
bol. Subjects must enter the number that corresponds with the 
highlighted symbol. The stroop test consists of three parts. In the 
first part, the words RED, YELLOW, BLUE and GREEN appear 
at random on the screen and the subject responds as quickly as 
possible by hitting the space bar (simple reaction time). In the 
second part, the words RED, YELLOW, BLUE and GREEN ap-
pear in color on the screen randomly and the subject responds 
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only when the color matches the word (complex reaction time). 
In the third part, the words RED, YELLOW, BLUE and GREEN 
appear in color on the screen randomly and the subject responds 
only when the color does not match the word (Stroop reaction 
time). The shifting attention test involves three geometric figures 
on a screen – one on the top and two on the bottom. The top fig-
ure is either a square or a circle. The bottom figures are a square 
and a circle. The figures are either red or blue (color is random-
ized). Subjects must match one of the bottom figures with the 
top figure via arrow keys. The rules of matching are changed 
randomly (either by color or by shape). Each test started with a 
practice test to ensure familiarization with the test protocol. The 
testing room was free of distraction and extraneous noise. A total 
of 11 outcome variables were collected from each subject, which 
were then used to calculate 6 cognitive domains (Figure 1).

Statistics

All data were analyzed using SPSS software (Version 20.00, 
SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). Dependent t-tests were used to 
calculate time differences between pre- and post-dehydration 
cognitive function. Since multiple pairwise tests were being per-
formed on the same set of data, a Bonferroni correction was used 
to adjust the p value. Therefore, significance was set at p≤0.0029.

RESULTS

Mild dehydration was achieved in all subjects (weight lost: 
1.51±0.27 kg; percent dehydration: 2.11±0.32%). Significant 

differences were observed for urine specific gravity values (PRE: 
1.008±0.008; POST: 1.015±0.009; p=0.00006) and for urine 
color (PRE: 3.22±1.27; POST: 4.17±1.30; p=0.018). No sig-
nificant differences were observed for body temperature (PRE: 
36.29±0.21 °C; POST: 36.29±0.19 °C; p>0.05) or for skin tem-
perature (PRE: 34.28±0.60 °C; POST: 34.08±1.30 °C; p>0.05). 
All results for cognitive domains and specific test results can be 
found in Table 1. Significant differences were not demonstrat-
ed in any of the six cognitive domains measured: psychomo-
tor speed (PRE: 203.74±23.50; POST: 207.48±27.29; p>0.05); 
reaction time (PRE: 658.48±63.38ms; POST: 645.67±95.85ms; 
p>0.05); cognitive flexibility (PRE: 53.22±8.82; POST: 
53.93±7.82; p>0.05); processing speed (PRE: 83.11±14.20; 
POST: 86.04±17.17; p>0.05); executive functioning (PRE: 
54.93±8.32; POST: 55.74±7.09; p>0.05); motor speed (PRE: 
119.33±13.50; POST: 119.56±16.26; p>0.05). Regarding spe-
cific tests, two measurements demonstrated a significant dif-
ference from pre to post at p≤0.05, and one measurement dem-
onstrated a significant difference according to the Bonferroni 
correction (p≤0.0029). The reaction time during the shifting at-
tention test was significantly lower at post-testing, compared to 
pretesting (PRE: 882.67±126.59ms; POST: 830.00±105.83 ms; 
p=0.0012).The Stroop reaction time during the Stroop test was 
significantly lower at post-testing, compared to pretesting (PRE: 
712.56±97.52 ms; POST: 671.63±97.21 ms; p=0.02), but was 
not significant when the Bonferroni correction was applied. No 
significant changes were observed in any other measurements 
during specific tests.

Tasks Outcome Measures

Finger Tapping Test (FTT)
•	 Right Taps Average (Right Taps Average)

•	 Left Taps Average (Left Taps Average)

Symbol Digit Coding (SDC)
•	 Correct Responses (Correct Responses)

•	 Errors

Stroop Test (ST)

•	 Simple Reaction Time

•	 Complex Reaction Time Correct 

•	 Stroop Reaction Time Correct

•	 Stroop Commission Errors

Shifting Attention Test (SAT)

•	 Correct Reponses (Correct Responses)

•	 Errors (Errors)

•	 Correct Reaction Time

Figure 1: Cognitive Function Domains Diagram. The Computerized Cognitive Function Test Battery (CNS Vital Signs, Morrisville, NC, USA) is Sum-
marized, Indicating How Tests are Separated into Specific Outcomes, and which Outcomes Contribute to each Cognitive Domain. Colors Correspond with 
Arrows and Outlines of Cognitive Domains, and Repeated Outcomes Indicate that they Correspond with more than One Domain.

Composite Factors

Reaction  
Time

Psychomotor  
Speed

Cognitive  
Flexibility

Processing  
Speed

Executive  
Function

Motor  
Speed
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DISCUSSION

In contrast to our hypothesis, the main findings of the present 
study indicated that Stroop reaction time during the Stroop test 
and reaction time during the shifting attention test were en-
hanced by a sport-specific dehydration protocol employing both 
heat and exercise, and reaction time during the shifting attention 
test was significantly different even after the Bonferroni cor-
rection was applied. Previous studies have generally found that 
dehydration caused a decrement in cognitive function5-10 or that 
no significant changes occurred.13-15,18,19,26 However, three studies 
did demonstrate cognitive improvement after dehydration.11-13 
It is possible that the differences among cognitive function as-

sessment tools and domains contributed to the discrepancy in 
findings. For example, Tomporowski and associates11 employed 
a category-switching task developed by Kramer27 that is very 
similar to the shifting attention test in the present study. Reac-
tion times were faster after exercise in the Tomporowski study, 
regardless of whether subjects were 3% dehydrated or if fluid 
replacement kept them hydrated, which supports the faster reac-
tion times during the shifting attention test in the present study. 
Also, errors significantly increased after exercise during the 
category-switching task when the response required the subject 
to switch categories, i.e. when the task became more complex, 
as opposed to a non-switching response.11 Similarly, there was a 
trend observed for errors (p=0.08) on the shifting attention test 

  Mean SD Mean Difference p Value Effect Size (d)

Psychomotor speed 
Pre 203.74 23.50 3.74 0.16 0.14

Post 207.48 27.29   

Reaction time†
Pre 658.48 63.38 -12.81 0.33 0.24

Post 645.67 95.85   

Cognitive flexibility 
Pre 53.22 8.82 0.70 0.49 0.36

Post 53.93 7.82   

Processing speed 
Pre 83.11 14.20 2.93 0.13 0.54

Post 86.04 17.17   

Executive functioning 
Pre 54.93 8.32 0.81 0.45 0.47

Post 55.74 7.09   

Motor speed 
Pre 119.33 13.50 0.22 0.89 0.04

Post 119.56 16.26   

Finger tapping test: right taps average
Pre 62.63 7.60 -0.48 0.63 0.22

Post 62.15 10.38   

Finger tapping test: left taps average
Pre 56.33 7.18 1.04 0.27 0.72

Post 57.37 7.11   

Symbol digit coding: correct
Pre 84.41 14.69 2.52 0.19 0.44

Post 86.93 17.58   

Symbol digit coding: errors†
Pre 1.30 1.81 0.22 0.54 2.59

Post 1.52 1.31  

Stroop: simple reaction time†
Pre 345.93 41.87 -6.70 0.45 0.25

Post 339.22 49.02   

Stroop: complex reaction time†
Pre 604.78 69.24 14.52 0.46 0.22

Post 619.30 123.46   

Stroop: Stroop reaction time†
Pre 712.56 97.52 -40.93 0.02* 0.55

Post 671.63 97.21   

Stroop: commission errors†
Pre 1.67 1.57 0.15 0.75 0.99

Post 1.81 2.48   

Shifting attention test: correct
Pre 57.74 6.65 1.48 0.07 1.29

Post 59.22 5.77   

Shifting attention test: errors†
Pre 2.81 2.56 0.67 0.08 3.75

Post 3.48 2.05

Shifting attention test: reaction time†
Pre 882.67 126.59 -52.67 0.00121** 0.53

Post 830.00 105.83   

*indicates post significantly different from pre at p≤0.05. **indicates post significantly different from pre at p≤0.0029. †indicates tests in which a lower score is better.  

Table 1: Summary Data for Cognitive Function Domains and Specific Test Results before and after Dehydration.
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in the present study. Therefore, consistency in testing methods is 
essential in order to compare results among studies.

 In other studies that tested for reaction time, results 
were either positive or not significant. Leibowitz et al12 induced 
either 2.5% or 5% dehydration using exercise performed in a 
heat chamber, which improved reaction time in response to pe-
ripheral stimuli but no change in response to central stimuli. In a 
marksmanship test in volunteer soldiers, response time between 
target presentation and firing of the rifle improved after exer-
cise with no effect from 2.6% dehydration.13 Cullen et al16 ob-
served no effect of 4% dehydration on choice reaction time in 
jockeys, which was supported in other studies employing water 
deprivation to achieve 1.5% and unreported dehydration, respec-
tively.10,19 Though the literature is not conclusive, it is interest-
ing to note that most of the studies that demonstrated cognitive 
decrements did not test for reaction time.5,6,9,10 In the study by 
Cian and associates where cognitive decrements were observed 
after 2.7% dehydration and choice reaction time was measured, 
cognitive function worsened in perceptual discrimination and  
short-term and long-term memory, but no changes were ob-
served in choice reaction time.7 Therefore, it seems plausible 
that choice reaction time is a cognitive domain that is insensitive 
to dehydration or is improved in some cases of exercise-induced 
dehydration.

 Since there are a variety of cognitive domains that con-
tribute to cognitive function, it is important to test domains that 
are specific to the population and the outcomes of interest. In 
healthy, active individuals, there are many possible outcomes of 
interest, such as quality of life, decreased risk for chronic dis-
ease, and improvements in work output, school performance, 
and sports performance. Cognitive domains such as short- and 
long-term memory may be more applicable to quality of life and 
school performance, whereas choice reaction time and motor 
skills may be more applicable to sports performance. The do-
mains chosen for the present study were derived from previous 
studies in athletes to translate to sports performance. Bandelow 
et al15 tested soccer players on the same motor skills test (finger 
tapping test) and with a choice reaction time test that tested the 
same cognitive domain as the complex reaction time section of 
the Stroop test.15 Triathletes were tested for simple and choice 
reaction time, which are tested in the Stroop test.28 Track and 
field athletes were tested on a variety of executive and non-ex-
ecutive tasks to determine the effects of exercise on executive 
function, which was tested via the shifting attention test in the 
present study.29

 
 Interestingly, Stroop reaction time was the only reac-
tion time test measured by the Stroop test that demonstrated im-
provements, though it is the most complex. Stroop reaction time 
measures the responses in the third part of the Stroop test, where 
a response must be given when the color of the word does not 
match the word written. This was a novel finding since it sug-
gested that the subjects’ ability to respond to rapidly changing 
and increasingly complex sets of directions was improved, and 

other researchers have suggested that an attenuation of exercise-
induced cognitive benefits occurs as complexity increases, be-
cause more errors were made in tasks that required subjects to 
shift decision-making rules.11 This was not the case in the pres-
ent study, in which the most robust effect was observed from 
the shifting attention test, which was significant even after the 
Bonferroni correction was applied. 
 
 Another area of discrepancy in the literature is the 
method of dehydration. Various methods of dehydration are em-
ployed in studies, and dehydration methods should reflect how 
dehydration occurs in specific populations. For example, fluid 
deprivation is probably the most common method by which 
dehydration occurs in everyday life. In most athletic situations 
involving dehydration, both heat and exercise play a role. In 
military, tactical and sport contexts, intense exercise is often 
performed in hot, humid conditions. Therefore, dehydration pro-
tocols may be more applicable to sport when heat and exercise 
are both employed, even though studies have not demonstrated 
significant differences between deprivation methods.7,8 Since 
exercise was employed as a method of dehydration in the pres-
ent study, the cognitive improvements may have been caused 
by the exercise and not the dehydration. Multiple studies have 
demonstrated improved cognitive function after exercise.9,20,30-32 
For example, Nanda et al30 elicited improvements in memory, 
reasoning, and planning after 30 minutes of cycling at 70% of 
heart rate reserve.30 Hillman and associates found that ampli-
tude of event-related brain potential increased after 30 minutes 
of treadmill running,20 which involved a similar exercise bout as 
employed by the present study. One possible mechanism is that 
exercise increases blood flow to the brain, which has been linked 
to improvements in cognitive function.33 The exercise-induced 
dehydration may have elicited positive cholinergic effects, as 
demonstrated in an animal study by Fordyce et al.34 Though ex-
ercise may be contributing to the cognitive benefits, it is im-
portant to note that not all exercise-induced dehydration studies 
demonstrated improvements.5,33

 
 There are limitations regarding interpretation of the 
findings of the present study. First, the combination of exercise 
and heat stress in the dehydration protocol limits the ability to 
determine whether exercise or dehydration is causing the im-
provements, though employing both dehydration methods was 
important to apply the dehydration to sport contexts. Second, 
our null results and trends may be non-significant due to small 
data set size. Third, the subjects were athletic, active individuals, 
but were not collegiate or professional athletes. Therefore, it is 
difficult to determine whether the findings would apply to highly 
athletic men and women. Future studies investigating dehydra-
tion and cognitive function need to enlist elite athletes in vari-
ous sports to support the use of sport-specific cognitive testing 
methods and dehydration protocols.

CONCLUSION

In summary, mild dehydration caused by both exercise and heat 
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exposure enhanced Stroop reaction time during the Stroop test. 
Second, reaction time during the shifting attention test was sig-
nificantly different after dehydration, even after the Bonferroni 
correction was applied. These findings have military, tactical, 
and sport applications, in which athletes and athletic individuals 
are often performing at various levels of dehydration caused by 
both heat and exercise, and require optimal cognitive function-
ing in multiple, specific areas. Also, weight-class athletes may 
employ both exercise and sauna to achieve weight loss, which 
may induce quicker reaction times when the dehydration is mild. 
More research is needed to elucidate the precise areas of cog-
nitive function that improve or decline as a result of mild de-
hydration, and whether elite athletes will demonstrate the same 
improvements as athletic individuals.
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ABSTRACT

The cognitive “Bignetti Model” (TBM) thoroughly discussed elsewhere, shares a strong anal-
ogy with “Learning Through Experience” (LTE) and Bayesian Learning Process (BLP). Here, 
TBM’s theory is challenged by means of a psychophysical press/no-press decision task (DT). 
Participants must press a computer key in response to sweet food image (SWEET) or refrain 
from doing it with a salted food image (SALTED) (24 trials each, mixed at random in a 48-trial 
DT). Reaction times (RT) plotted as a function of trials decrease exponentially according to a 
well-known “intertrial priming” effect. When 1 SWEET is repeated 24 times per DT, RTs tend 
to a minimal value that corresponds to the fastest, instinctive RT the participant can exhibit 
when engaged in a traffic light-based task. Interestingly, the more we change SWEET images, 
the greater are the final RTs in a DT (this disturbance is not seen by changing SALTED images). 
It is proposed that the increase of motivational incentives along the task may foster the learn-
ing process. In the presence of SWEET distractors this process is impaired due to a short-term 
memory mismatch between increasing targets of similar semantics. These results are compat-
ible both with the current literature and TBM.

KEYWORDS: The Bignetti Model (TBM); Learning Through Experience (LTE); “Press-no-
press” task; Distractors; Non-competitive inhibition.

ABBREVIATIONS: TBM: The Bignetti Model; FW: Free-Will; LTE: Learning Through 
Experience; BLP: Bayesian Learning Process; RT: Reaction Time; SRT: Simple Reaction 
Time; M&M: Michaelis and Menten Enzyme Kinetics. 

INTRODUCTION

“The Bignetti Model” (TBM) 

“The Bignetti Model” (TBM) is a comprehensive approach that considers cognition as a pure 
neurobiological process (see Appendix). In TBM, Self and Free Will (FW) are self-feeding 
illusions of the mind with a functional role in cognition.1-7

 In the past, the discussion on TBM has been conducted on a purely theoretical basis; 
now, the theory needs to be validated applying a suitable experimental approach. The main 
TBM’s feature that must be challenged is: individual reactions to “repetitive” stimuli should 
become increasingly efficient, due to an ongoing learning process. On the other hand, if differ-
ent stimuli are introduced in the previous sequence, just as distractors of the ongoing learning 
process, action-decision making should be slowed down.
 
 Psychophysical methods mostly investigate the reaction time (RT) of a subject ex-
posed to a well-known physical signal. RT is considered a basic measure of mental processing 
speed. With the advent of experimental psychology in the 19th century, Ebbinghaus8 estab-
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lished that the learning process occurring in a problem-solving 
paradigm undoubtedly works alongside with experience. Since 
Ebbinghaus,8 problem solving has been evaluated using the 
“learning curves”, psychophysical methods still remain valuable 
tools to investigate a learning process in a subject exposed to a 
specific experience.
 
 According to both TBM features and hints from psy-
chophysical bibliography, a “press/no-press” visual test was set 
up. If preliminary results reveal the presence of an experience-
dependent learning process, compatible with TBM, this makes 
reasonable to address a bottom-up investigation to neural cor-
relates. It is a matter of fact that the neuronal correlates of the 
learning curve remain undefined so further investigations with 
electrophysiology or imaging techniques are needed.9-17

METHODS

Food Items and “Press-No-Press” Decision-Tasks (DT)  
 
The decision task (DT) was carried out by means of a dedicated 
software running on a normal desk-computer, developed by M2 
Scientific Computing srl The original software was home-made 
modified in order to fit the data in accordance to enzyme kinetic 
equations.7

 
 The general scheme of DT is reported in Figure 1. It is 
devised to carry out 48 sequential trials per DT; at each session, 
a black and white (b/w) drawing of sweet food image (SWEET) 
or salted food image (SALTED) is projected onto the comput-
er screen for 40 milliseconds (msec). Subjects must press the 
space bar as soon as possible in response to SWEET; otherwise, 
they must refrain from pressing the bar. In a one second time 
lapse, the machine can acquire the RT given. Then, it appears 
the instruction to press in 4 seconds the bar again in case the 
participant thinks he has made a mistake (in either direction). 
Afterwards, a new trial begins.

DTs of increasing complexity are composed as it follows:

• DT-1: 1 SWEET and 1 SALTED are presented 24 times each; 

• DT-2: 8 different SWEET and 8 different SALTED, repeated 
3 times each, are presented;

• DT-3: 24 different SWEET and 24 different SALTED are pre-
sented 24 times each. 

 
 The 48 sessions are randomly mixed. The three 
paradigms correspond to three-levels of complexity increased 
by reducing the recurrence of identical images and adding novel 
ones.

To understand whether the presence of sessions with SALTED 
may cause a cross-interference with RTs recorded, preliminary 
control tests were carried out:

• DT-1c: only one single SWEET is repeated for 24 sessions; 
whereas, the 24 SALTED images are all different (shown). 

• A series of DTs with paradigms specular to those descripted 
above: i.e., “press” action response to SALTED instead of 
SWEET; the results did not show any significant difference 
(not shown).

Participants: Selection and Test Directions

It is clear from the literature that the most critical parameter to 
keep under control in DT’s subjects is age homogeinity11-15; to 
this aim, University students (n=110) in age from 19 to 21 years 
of both sexes (at this age, the performance is gender indepen-
dent) have been selected. 

 The subjects were chosen among compulsory atten-
dance students with an optimum didactic career: this, as a prin-
ciple, can exclude the use of drugs or other addictions, condi-
tion which was not possible to investigate. Then, the subjects are 

Figure 1. Sequence and Timing of Events Describing the Paradigm of “Press-No-Press” 
Decision-task (DT). The Basic Paradigm is Made of 48 Trials: 24 with b/w Sweet Food Im-
ages of and 24 with b/w Salted Food Images. Trials are Presented in Random Sequence. 
Complex Paradigms are Obtained by Changing Images Trial after Trial.

Wait... 40 msec 1 sec 4 secs

After 4 secs a new trail 
restarts

The subject is asked
to press the bar again 
whether he gave a 
wrong answer.

Refrain from  
pressing space bar

Press space bar
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evenly distributed in three DTs and engaged in the 48 sessions 
per task only once. The authors do not direct the participants in 
the test; the instructions on how to proceed are given only by the 
software. 

Food B/W Images and Mental Processes Associated

During each trial, a single b/w image of SWEET or SALTED is 
presented to the subject for about 40 msec. The subject should 
decide to press or refrain from pressing the bar key of the 
computer on perception of SWEET or SALTED, respectively.

A subject should decide a response provided, by control experi-
ments, that: 1) The items are clearly visualized on the screen; 2) 
The images are already well encoded in the subject’s long-term 
memory and 3) The subject’s age is conducive to easy recall. 
The following prerequisites were chosen:

• B&W drawings of traditional Italian foods that are unequiv-
ocally considered SWEET or SALTED are used as visual 
stimuli. In order to choose these drawings, control subjects 
(i.e., students different from DT’s subjects) are engaged in 
a recognition panel to select a series of food images popular 
and well coded in long-term memory. 

• The reason why SWEET and SALTED images are used is 
that: 1) The gustatory sensation of a food is easily evoked 
by its image;18 2) Sweet, salty and sour are our predominant 
gustatory perceptions, having the lowest thresholds;19,20 

however, sour foods have been removed from the series of 
cues, being untypical in Italian cuisine; 3) Among visual, 
gustatory or olfactory stimuli, the visual paradigm is the most 
robust and the simplest method of stimulation.17

• B&W drawings with neat contours and few or no shading 
can facilitate immediate recognition, by means of a mental 
process named “continuity”.21 Time needed to identify each 
stimulus on the computer screen, has been estimated to be 
less than 40 msec by means of control experiments carried 
out with different subjects.

• The real scope of DTs is being withheld to participants to  
avoid self-conditioning prejudices. Moreover, the instruc-
tions they read before starting the test are given to focus their 
interest on reaction times with no importance to food. Now-
a-days, the relationship between food, diet and health is a 
major topic of the media.22,23 Obviously, such scope is totally 
out of the interests of this work.

 
Traffic-Lighter Control Test (R&G-Dt)

At the end of DT sessions, the software visualizes a new in-
struction inviting every participant to be engaged in the press/
no-press traffic-lighter test, also named the “red & green deci-
sional task” (R&G-DT). This test starts with a stable red spot on 
the screen; then, after a waiting time that varies randomly from 1 
to 6 seconds, the spot turns to green in few msec. With the green 
light, participants must press the enter key, the fastest as possible 

for several repetitive sessions. By means of R&G-DT “simple” 
reaction times (SRT), subjects’ fastest, instinctive reflex is mea-
sured. Then, the authors feel authorized to consider participants’ 
RT as instinctual and automatic when they tend to SRTs.

 This task has been introduced, primarily, as an easy 
method to calibrate the overall system. Moreover, a comparison 
between SRT and DTs’, RT might reveal interesting differences 
between instinctive reflexes and voluntary reactions. 

Michaelis-&-Menten’s (M&M) Enzyme Kinetic Equations as a 
Tool for Interpreting Dts’ Data

In analogy with many biological systems (e.g., TBM), reactions 
between enzymes (Et) and substrates (S) exhibit a probabilistic 
behaviour per se; although, they can be deterministically pre-
dicted by M&M’s kinetic equations,24,25 when the reactions are 
carried out in “steady-state” conditions (i.e. [S] variable, [Et] 
constant and [S]>>[Et]).

5,6 The general M&M’s kinetic equation 
(Figure 2, top, left) is: 

Vi= [S] VMax/(KM+[S])[Et].

According to this equation: 

• The rate Vi hyperbolically tends to Vmax for [S]→∞ (Figure 
2, top right).

• Vi trend corresponds to the “probability” of substrate-
dependent enzyme saturation and reaction (varying from 0% 
to 100%). 

• “M&M constant” KM indicates the concentration [S] at which 
Vi=Vmax/2 (50% of “probability). 

• The presence of inhibitors in enzyme kinetics can be 
evidenced by re-plotting the hyperbolic M&M’s curves 
according to a “double-reciprocal” function (Figure 2, below 
left). “Non-competitive” inhibition is a specific case in which 
Vmax decreases, whereas, KM remains constant as the inhibitor 
concentration is increased (Figure 2, below right).

 The curves of DT-1, DT-2 and DT-3 are analysed by 
means of enzyme kinetic equations, provided some assumptions 
are adopted: [Et] stands for the participant, [S] for the number 
of trials N, Vi for RTs and [I] for the number of SWEET images 
that play the role of distractors in DT-2 and DT-3, i.e., 8 and 24 
respectively.

RESULTS

Examples of Individual Performances

Figure 3 reports RTs of two individuals engaged in DT-1 and 
DT-1c. The trials per task are 48 but RTs in response to SWEET 
stimuli are ≤24 points on each curve (the errors are excluded). 
Moreover, the total errors made by every participant are very 
few (≤3%); they are calculated by summing both incorrect 
responses to SALTED and the correct responses to SWEET but 
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shortly afterwards annulled by the participants. These errors are 
randomly distributed along the tasks, thus suggesting that there 
isn’t a significant correlation with food categories, individual 
food images, participants’ gender or task difficulty.

Grouping and Averaging Individual RTs

According to DT, participants’ RTs are grouped, averaged and 
then plotted as a function of N (the trial number) (Figure 4). 
Data best fitting exhibits an exponential decay in all cases that; 
however, worsen progressively from DT-1 to DT-3. Only DT-1 
and DT-1c curves are super imposable. The others initiate with 

almost the identical RTs as in DT-1/DT-1c but end at different 
RT limits (for N→∞). DT-1 and DT-1c clearly tend to very low 
values, quite close to SRT; while, DT-2 and DT-3 curves pro-
gressively tend to larger RT final values. 

 Moreover, the variability of standard deviations (SD) 
along the 24 SWEET trials per DT are calculated; then, these 
data, plotted as a function of N for the three DTs, can be linearly 
interpolated by best-fitting equations: SD=-2.3N+184 (r2=0.7), 
SD=-2N+150 (r2=0.5) and SD=-2N+200 (r2=0.4), respectively 
for DTs-1/DT-1c, DT-2 and DT-3. By comparing these equa-
tions, one can see that SD almost coincide, though, r2 signifi-

Figure 2: By Using the General “Michaelis&Menten”’ Assumptions (top-left), a Hyperbolic Curve of Enzyme 
Initial Velocity (Vi) as a Function of Substrate Concentration ([S]) can be Obtained (top-right). In the Presence 
of “Non-competitive” Inhibitors, Non-productive Ternary Complexes are Formed (below-left) thus Subtract-
ing the Enzyme from the Active Stream. By Plotting 1/Vi as a Function of 1/[S] One May Envisage a “Non-
competitive” Inhibition Type (below-right).

Figure 3. RTs of Two Individuals Engaged in DT-1 and DT-1c, Respectively.
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cantly worsen from DTs 1/1c to DT-3. As expected on the basis 
of TBM, SD reduction along the tasks suggests that repetitive 
sessions may cause a beneficial effect on mechanism known as 
“Learning Through Experience” (LTE) (see below); though, r2 

worsening is indicative of a decrease of subjects’ self-confidence 
in tasks with increasing difficulty. The reason why the control 
task DT-1c gives identical results to DT-1 means that SALTED 
do not play any cross disturbing effect, this result is very intrigu-
ing and will be extensively discussed below. 

 DTs’ data have been also analysed with a multifactor 
mixed Anova test. By posing RT and SRT latencies (msec) as de-

pendent variables, one can assess significant differences among 
DTs, intra-task sessions and inter-task subjects (p<0.001). More-
over, least square values of RT latencies slightly ameliorate as a 
function of N in all DTs, in accordance with SD trends. To this 
regard, the positive trends of both indices reveal the increase 
of subjects’ accuracy around the mean RT latency. This accu-
racy has nothing to do with an increase of precision in stimulus 
identification, since the errors (≤3%) are very few and randomly 
distributed across the tasks; rather, it might be indicative of the 
raise of confidence in the protocol of the task. However, the 
question now is: “Why the acquisition of this confidence along 
DT-2 and -3 is different than DT-1 (and its control DT-1c)”?

Figure 4: From top Below, the Three Panels Provide the Mean RT Values as 
a Function of N (trials) of Subjects Engaged in DT-1, DT-2 and DT-3, Respec-
tively. From top Below, DTs’ Complexity is Increasing and, Correspondingly, 
Subjects’ Performance is Worsening (i.e. the limit of RT Curves Tends Pro-
gressively to a Higher Value for N→∞ and R2 of the Best-fitting is Worsening).
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DT’s Curves Reveal A Different Skill Acquisition Along The 
Task

The best-fitting curves of DT-1,-2 and-3 in Figure 4 intuitively 
remind the authors of a learning trend that shows the improve-
ment of individual performance with experience (DT-1c data are 
super imposable to DT-1, not shown). To understand why the 
three paradigms show different performances, the best-fitting 
curves are overlapped on the same graph and compared (Figure 
5) (N.B. according to an admissible assumption, their starting 
RT latencies are all normalized at 713±58 msec). 

 TBM predicts a cognitive behaviour compatible with a 
BLP.6 In other words, the model foresees that the information ac-
cumulated by previous experience can be used to upgrade the ef-
ficacy of the following action. By repetition, learning is progres-
sively enriched in a trend described by a hyperbolic LTE curve.26 
This curve represents the increase of the learning “Probability” 
ranging between 0% and 100% with maximal experience. So 
that, the three DTs’ curves exhibit an exponential decrease of RT 
latencies in function of trials, thus indicating the occurrence of 

maximal LTE “Probability”. So that, LTE “Probability” curves 
are obtained by reversing upward DTs’ curves (Figure 5). By 
observing the new plot, the three curves do not tend to the same 
limit so that we may infer that maximal LTE “Probability” is 
progressively reduced in DTs of higher complexity. To this re-
gard, the possibility that the subjects might progressively suffer 
from increasing mental tiredness along tasks of higher complex-
ity is a very weak explanation since subjects’ mistakes are very 
low and equally distributed in all DTs.

 Then, the question remaining is which kind of LTE im-
pairment might be responsible for such a difference in learning 
processes. According to the “subtractive/additive” methods dis-
cussed in the “Introduction”, we may suppose that, most of RT 
latencies at the beginning of the tasks are time spent to choose 
between “press” and “no-press” protocols. In accordance with 
TBM, unconscious mind (UM) should carefully analyse both 
protocols, thus doubling the time needed to take a decision. Con-
versely, when the task is at the end, i.e. LTE is close to a maxi-
mum value, most probably both item recognition ability and 
press/no-press paradigm confidence are at a maximum; then, RT 

Figure 5: Top-left: Best-fitting Curves of Mean RTs. Data are Superposed by Normalizing RTs at N=1. Top-right: RTs at 
N=1, at N→∞ and at Trial N=12. Below-left: The Curves Shown at Top-left are Reversed Upwards to Obtain LTE “Prob-
ability” Curves. Below-middle and Right: “Double Reciprocal” Plot of 1/Probability as a Function of 1/N; in Analogy with 
Enzyme Kinetics, it can be Inferred that KM=12 (Intercept on X-axis) and that there are Increasing Concentrations of a 
“Non-competitive” Inhibitor (Intercept on Y-axis), Respectively in DT-2 and DT-3. 
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latencies are practically reduced to the mechanical pressing of 
computer key, i.e., an unavoidable time-consuming process that 
cannot be reduced below its physiological threshold. Evidently, 
in DT-2 and DT-3, the subjects’ performance as for the action 
decision-making is impaired due to the presence of distracting 
images. Below, we’ll try to provide an explanation for this ef-
fect.

SRT Measured by Means of R&G-DT

By means of “R&G-DT” the mean SRT latency exhibited by all 
participants is 280 msec (±30). This performance is quite close 
to the SRT value of 247.6 msec (±18.5) that has been measured 
by means of a visual task with 120 medical students.27

Quantitative Analysis of LTE Curves by Adopting Enzyme Ki-
netic Equations 
 
The three LTE “probability” curves reported in Figure 5 can 
be analysed by means of M&M’s general equation, provided 
the assumptions made above (see methods). All kinetic param-
eters calculated by these means are summarized in Table 1. 
 
 Two question are now arising: “Which kind and of 
which strength is the inhibition exerted by SWEET distractors? 
In order to answer the first questions, the three curves in Figure 
5 are re-plotted according to the “double reciprocal” function 
(Figure 5). The straight lines share the same intercept on X-axis 
(1/KM) but have intercepts on Y-axis (1/Vmax) progressively in-
creasing from DT-1 to DT-3. By comparing this result with the 
example reported in Figure 2, one can conclude that SWEET 
distractors exert an inhibition of “non-competitive” type.

As far as it regards the second question, the strength of an inhibi-
tor inversely depends on Ki. In order to estimate it, a “double 
reciprocal” plot of the “non-competitive” inhibition equation is 

carried out; moreover, at a very large amount of [S] (i.e., at the 
end of DTs, with N=48), the [S] term can be removed so that the 
final, simplified form of the equation becomes:

1/Vapp,max= (1+ [I]/Ki)/ Vmax

 To solve the equation, one can assume that total SWEET 
distractors [I] encountered by participants in DT-1, DT-2 and 
DT-3, are 0, 8 and 24, respectively; then, 1/Vapp, max is plotted as 
a function of [I]. As expected, one gets a very straight line (see 
Figure 6) with the slope 1/VmaxKi; so that, both Vapp, max from the 
intercept on Y-axis (at [I]=0) and Ki=18 from the slope can be 
calculated (Table 1 for a complete list of kinetic parameters). 
By knowing that participants at the end of DT-2 and DT-3, have 
met 8 and 24 inhibitors, respectively, Vapp,max calculated on the 
basis of the preceding equation, is: 0.69×353 msec=244 msec 
in DT-2 and 0.42×353 msec=148 msec in DT-3, respectively. 
These values are quite close to experimentally estimated LTE 
“Probability” values: 259 msec, and 174 msec (Table 1).

DISCUSSION

Intertrial Priming Effects

Studies regarding go/no-go tasks show that when the targets of 
successive trials have a feature in common, RTs are shorter. This 
effect is interpreted as the result of “intertrial priming effect”. 
However, the nature of the representation underlying this 
effect and how priming is affected by the task remain obscure. 
Different authors have devised their own experiments in search 
of a better model describing this effect and trying to explain its 
mechanism.28-31 In general, the effects of priming or distracting 
were consolidated observations.

 From these experiments, it can be inferred that repetition 
of the same protocol and the lack of any warning or reprimand 

Figure 6: Distractor Effect Due to SWEET Items (I) on LTE Proba-
bility (Vi). If the Inhibitor is of the “Non-competitive” Type, A Straight 
Line can be Obtained by Plotting 1/Vapp,max as a Function of SWEET 
Distractors [I] (i.e. 0, 8 and 24, Respectively for DT-1, DT-2 and DT-
3). Half Vapp,max is Obtained when Subject has Met 18 Distractors 
(Ki=18) During the Task.
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until the end of the task, might trigger participants’ confidence 
in the task and an increase in self-esteem at a conscious level. 
The paradigm of present study does not manifest any form of 
reward or punishment during the task. However, the lack of any 
warnings might be interpreted as praise by the subject. These 
perceptions improve participants’ performance. The increasing 
satisfaction of the conscious inner witness in seeing that any 
decision (presumed free by the agent) ends the action correctly 
is perceived as “Reward”. This inference can be drawn in 
accord with TBM and the illuminating papers of Tolman on 
“cathexis”.5,32-34 According to TBM, FW is an illusion, necessary 
to self-attribute the sense of responsibility (SoR) of “so-called” 
voluntary actions; with SoR, obviously, reward or punishment 
are consequent, depending on the outcome of the action. 
Therefore, a motivational mechanism of learning is switched on.

Impairment of Priming Effect

In the presence of SWEET distractors, the priming effect is im-
paired, as if the subject could not acquire any useful experience 
from the past and any new trial were always the first. Interesting-
ly, subject’s ability in item (SWEET or SALTED) identification 
is not altered (errors ≤3%). In summary, distraction mechanism 
is not a question of long-term memory failure; it might rather 
depend on short-term memory mismatch, caused by the pres-
ence of stimuli belonging to the same semantic category though 
different.

Saliency and the Priming Effect

The term Saliency means a key attentional mechanism facilitating 
discrimination of various items and learning.35,36 Saliency might 
play a primary role in the first mental process of the participant 
engaged in DTs, i.e. the attentional selection and categorization 
of the stimulus as soon as it appears. This role might be 
progressively impaired due to the increase of the disturbing effect 

from DT-1 to DT-3. Conversely, the involvement of Saliency in 
processes like press/no-press decision, recognition of the correct 
computer key and finger motion is improbable. Moreover, the 
participants considered the task as a sort of game, in which they 
felt motivated to demonstrate how fast their reflexes are; in this 
context, what mostly contributes to LTE curve trends is learning 
the way to speed up the performance, trial after trial; to this aim, 
Saliency alone cannot pursue such motivational mechanism.

Some Aspects of LTE Curves Unveiled by a Mathematical 
Analysis 
 
Only the kinetic analysis of the collected data may reveal 
quantitative implications that, otherwise, might pass unnoticed. 
It has been shown above that LTE curves in DT-1, DT-2 and 
DT-3 progressively decrease their final RT values (at N=48) 
from 353 msec to less than half (174 msec) due to the presence 
of increasing amounts of SWEET distractors (Table 1). 
 
 The intriguing question now arising is: “Why is KM the 
same for the three tasks, although distractors are changing so 
much”? Or, in other words: “Is there any mechanistic relation-
ship between KM and Ki”? In order to answer to these questions, 
at first one should consider the meaning of KM=12, i.e. 50% of 
LTE “probabilitymax” is achieved at the 12th trial; this is a feature 
common to all DTs, whichever distractors are present or not. 
According to enzyme kinetics’ metaphor, the presence of “non-
competitive” inhibitors should not affect KM. Indeed, the reasons 
can be understood by looking at the reaction scheme in Figure 2. 
Enzyme-substrate complexes split into two possible pathways: 
some are proportionally subtracted by “non-competitive” in-
hibitors, whereas the rest (not locked by the inhibitor), regularly 
undergoes the priming mechanism that exhibits half “facilitat-
ing” effect at the 12th trial. At second, the meaning of Ki should 
be more deeply investigated. According to enzyme kinetics, Ki 
corresponds to the inhibitor’s amount capable of locking half 

Table 1: Comparison between Starting and Ending RT Latencies Obtained by Means of Best-fitting Curves of Mean Experimental Data 
and Data Re-elaborated by Means of LTE “Probability”.
Kinetic Parameters Characterizing the “Pressing” Activity by Assuming Enzyme Kinetic Equations in the Absence (DT-1) and in the Pres-
ence of Non-competitive Inhibitors (DT-2 and DT-3). Last Column Reports Simple Reaction Times (SRT) Calculated at N→∞. In DT-1, 
Vapp,max=Vmax and SRTapp=SRT.

 Best-fitting of RTs have
been normalized at N=1

Probability
(LTE) 

M&M enzyme kinetic parameters

RT latency
(N=1)

RT latency
(N=48)

Trial
(N=1)

Trial
(N=48)

Vapp,max

(N→∞)
KM

Sweet 
distractors
(inhibitors)

SRTapp= (RTN=1)-Vapp,max

msec msec msec msec msec N [I] Ki msec

D
T-

1

713 360 0 353 454 12 0 0 260

D
T-

2

713 453 0 259 333 12 8 18 380

D
T-

3

713 538 0 174 222 12 24 18 491
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enzyme, therefore halving Vmax; this constant can been calcu-
lated only at reaction conditions with very large [S]. As far as it 
regards DTs, Ki=18 would mean that 50% of the LTE “proba-
bilitymax” is impaired by 18 distractors when N=48; as a matter 
of fact, only DT- 3 participants can meet 18 different SWEET 
distractors right at the 18th trial; conversely, DT-2 participants 
will never meet more than 8 distractors in the whole test so that 
impairment is largely reduced. In conclusion, the inhibitory ef-
fect in DT-2 and DT-3 can significantly emerge quite after the 
12th trial. This conclusion is in accordance with the results that 
Greyer et al37 has obtained in cross-trial priming experiments; 
also in their paradigm, the “inhibitory” effect, in contrast to the 
“facilitating” effect, emerged only after extended practice.
 
 To this regard, it should be mentioned that SALTED 
stimuli as well as B&W images of completely different semantic 
categories (like faces, cars etc. substituted for SALTED images) 
are not perceived as distractors (not shown).

CONCLUSION

When the trials of a “press/no-press” task are repeated with 
identical stimuli (as in DT-1 and DT-1c), a learning curve pos-
sibly correlated both with faster and faster object recognition 
and with a progressive amelioration of procedural skill, can be 
observed. Moreover, distractors that are introduced in the repeti-
tive sequence (as in DT-2 and DT-3), seem to impair the learning 
process; possibly, action-decision making is apparently slowed 
down. The “priming effect” observed in repetitive trials and the 
negative effect on it, in the presence of “distractors”, is well 
known in classic “press/no-press” (“go/no-go”) decisional tasks 
and is in accordance with TBM’s expectations.

 
 An even more interesting result is the quantitative esti-
mate of the two effects that can be calculated by using “Michae-
lis-Menten” (M&M) enzyme kinetic equations. These equations 
have been derived to deterministically predict probabilistic en-
zyme reactions (in “steady-state” conditions), so that the meta-
phoric analogy with TBM in which action-decision mechanism 
is based on a probabilistic-deterministic model, is striking.
 
 Data analysis carried out by means of M&M’s enzyme 
kinetic equations, leads the authors to conclude that: 1) The 
priming effect is preserved also in DT-2 and DT-3, although with 
a different percent of probability which varies according to the 
number of SWEET distractors and a specific Ki; 2) The priming 
effect occurs at earlier trials than the distractor-induced inhibi-
tion; 3) Distractors exhibit an inhibition of the “non-competi-
tive” type, a result that favours the hypothesis of the addition of 
mental loops that delay the regular pathway to priming without 
excluding it.
 
 In conclusion, the main concern of this work is to vali-
date the theory of TBM by experimental means. The results of 
press/no-press DTs are compatible either with TBM or with the 
current literature’s observations. This psychophysical approach 

here reported can be considered as a first necessary step along 
TBM validation, to be continued from a bottom-up perspective 
towards imaging techniques.
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Ancient Indian philosophy, in contrast to other proposals,38 rules out the idea of a free Soul-inhabited Self since Soul and Self should 
coincide with the transcendental idea of Atman,39 an entity to which our imperfect mind cannot confer cognitive responsibility on 
its behalf. On this base, Dennett’s famous question “who is driving the car?” might apparently have no answer.40-43 “The Bignetti 
Model” (TBM)1-5,7,44,45 is a comprehensive approach that considers cognition as a pure neurobiological process, so that car’s driver 
might be a self-referential processor that should not account for his actions to any transcendental entity. In TBM, Self and Free Will 
(FW) are self-feeding illusions of the mind with a functional role in cognition.1-6

Principal elements of “The Bignetti Model” (TBM) are:

1) The so-called “voluntary” action is decided and executed by the agent’s unconscious mind (UM) by means of probabilistic 
responses to inner and outer stimuli. 

2) The agent becomes aware of the ongoing action, after a slight delay, through feedback signals (somatosensory, etc.) that are 
conveyed to the brain on its execution. Thus, the agent’s conscious mind (CM) lags behind unconscious activity. 

3) The CM, then, cannot be aware of the activity of the unconscious work that precedes its awareness; the CM erroneously believes 
to have freely decided the action. FW is an illusion that is subjectively perceived by CM as true. This belief is so persistent in 
the mind that the CM is unable to abandon it.

4) The illusion satisfies psychological needs, those of securing the sense of agency (SoA) and of responsibility (SoR) of the action. 
Both SoA and SoR inevitably lead CM to self-attribute reward or blame depending on action performance and outcome.

5) Both reward and blame are incentives that foster learning and memory in the CM; updating the knowledge base will hone and 
refine the skill required for further action (restart from point 1).

 
 The nature and role of all TBM’s components (e.g. CM, UM etc.) have been discussed in detail in the past.5 More recently, 
the strong analogy between TBM and BLP has also been thoroughly analysed.6 On the one hand, reward and blame are tools to 
stigmatize whether a voluntary action has been fruitfully pursued by CM (see points 4 and 5 of TBM); on the other hand, they are 
not pre-existing but mouldable categories, depending on the experience and SoR, so that pursuing a reward instead of a blame might 
be rated at maximal priority in order to avoid irresponsible actions.
 
 The post-adaptive learning-and-memory mechanism of TBM, is akin to the Darwinian evolutionary mechanism, and to the 
operant mechanism of animal intelligence. Theory’s main pillars are: In TBM, the action decision making is elaborated by the UM 
on the basis of previous experience, and the learning and memory process is later elaborated by the CM in order to update the wealth 
of experience. Obviously, lacking previous experience, trial-and-error seems to be the unique paradigm followed by an individual 
to respond to a novel stimulus.6 This paradigm would imply a cooperative sequence of back and forth interactions between UM and 
CM. Therefore, individual reactions to “repetitive” stimuli should become increasingly efficient (i.e. the goal should be reached 
correctly and in a shorter time), thus indicating that a learning process is going on. This means that, in repetitive trials, a decrease 
in reaction times correlated with the subject’s increasing experience, should be observed. On the other hand, if different stimuli are 
introduced in the previous sequence, just as distractors of the ongoing learning process, action-decision making should be slowed 
down. In any case, the data should describe a hyperbolic curve typical of “Learning Through Experience” (LTE) process, so that, in 
this work, LTE will be the cognitive process adhering to TBM’s principles. 
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